to know of all of your accomplishments. You are doing a marvelous job, and we
all expect a great future for you. Do keep in touch with me and let me know what
you are doing4
Incidentally, Dexter has not called a pastor yet. They are in the process of hearing men now. You may have noticed a bit of hesitation in my mind when you spoke
to me concerning the possibility of your coming to Dexter. I can assure you that
the hesitation was never a result of my feeling that you were not adequate for the
job, but I did have then, and I still have the feeling that because you went to school
in the community many of the members would not give you the respect and s u p
port that you would need as a pastor. In a sense Dexter is a peculiar church, and
it is one of the most difficult things in the world for a group of people who once
taught you to accept you as their spiritual shepherd. So I did not want to see you
start your ministry in a situation that could so easily disillusion you. Of course, if
Dexter had the proper vision at this point they would realize that they could not
find a better person in the country than you. You would have the opportunity of
growing with them, and they with you. But sometimes cold blooded intellectuals
cannot see all of the facts.
Again, let me bid you Godspeed in all of your endeavors, and I hope things will
continue to work in your behalf. Give my best regards to La Pelzia, and give your
beautiful little daughter a big kiss for me.5
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Very sincerely yours,
Martin L.King,Jr.
Signed in the absence of Rev. King.
TLc. MLKP-MBU: BOX68.

4. Rogers served as pastor of Galilee Baptist Church in Philadelphia for four years (1960-1964)
before returning to the South as the pastor of First African Baptist Church in Tuscaloosa, Alabama,
in order to work more closely with SCLC. At the time of his death in 1970,he was SCLC’sdirector of
affiliates.
5. King refers to Rogers’s wife and their daughter, Gina.
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To Jackie Robinson
ig June 1960
[Atlanta, Ga.]
King responds to Robinson’s accusations that SCLC supporters had engaged in
divisive fund-raising efforts and ma& derogatory comments about the NAACP King
states that he would rather “retirefrom the civil rights struggle” than “becomea symbol
of division.”’ He r e a . m his support f w the NAACP but notes that he has remained

1.

See also Robinson to King, 5 May 1960, pp. 454-455 in this volume.
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silent in theface of “effortson the part of NAACP officials to sabotage our humble
efffos.” Robinson thanked King for this “reassuringletter” on 2 9 June.

Mr. Jackie Robinson
425 Lexington Avenue
New York 17,New York

My dear Friend Jackie:
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This is to acknowledge receipt of your letter of May 5. First, I must apologize
for being so tardy in my reply. Actually, the southern student movement, the court
case in Montgomery, Alabama, and other pressing responsibilities have kept me
out of my office almost consistentlyfor the last two months. Therefore, I have been
thrown almost hopelessly behind in my correspondence. Even when I am in a desperate attempt to play a game of catch up, something else emerges to hold me
back. I am sure that you can understand this with all of your busy responsibilities.
I am deeply grateful to you for calling my attention to some maladjustments
and unfortunate situations that have developed around fund raising for my defense. Frankly, I did not know about these things, and I would want to investigate
them immediately. I would certainly not be a party to anything that would damage fund raising for all organizations in the future.
The only organization raising money for my defense is the Defense Committee which was formed in the home of Harry Belafonte the week after I was indicted in Alabama. As you know, this committee was set up to raise funds for a
three-fold purpose, namely, my defense, the student movement, and the voter
registration drive of the Southern Christian Leadership Conference. Therefore,
the committee had the joint name of “Committee to Defend Martin Luther King
and the Struggle for Freedom in the South.” The committee took on this threefold responsibility because of a strong appeal that I made the night of the forming of the committee. I tried to make it palpably clear that it was not enough to
defend me because in the long run of history it does not matter whether Martin
Luther King spends ten years in jail, but it does matter whether the student movement continues, and it does matter whether the Negro is able to get the ballot
in the South. I made it clear that I would not be so selfish as to be concerned
merely about my defense and not be concerned about the great creative causes
that were taking place in the South. And so I said to them that it would not be
enough to defend me and then let the organization die which is a projection of
me and my personality. I also made the suggestion because I knew that I would
be out of circulation for a while, and that I could not raise as much money for
the Southern Christian Leadership Conference as I would ordinarily raise.
Therefore, to keep things moving, I felt that it was absolutely imperative that funds
be raised for this purpose. Fortunately, the persons present agreed with me. They
set up the committee and went out to raise money for these three causes. As you
know the committee has made appeals through ads in newspapers, direct mail
order appeals, mass meetings, and benefit concerts. As far as I have been able to
discern, this committee has operated on the highest level of honest and integrity.
There will be a public accounting of all the money that has been raised and spent
in the next few days, and I am sure that the public will agree that it has handled
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the money [proped~?]
.z As you know, there are always those later problems of organizational differences and the fear on the part of some that something new is
offering competition. But I hope no one will get this impression. I have said both
publicly and privately that before I become a symbol of division in the Negro community I would retire from the civil rights struggle because I think the cause is
too great and too important for a few individuals to halt things by engaging in
minor ego battles.
Now to sayjust a word concerning the second question that you raised with reference to SCLC leaders making derogatory statements concerning the NAACP. I
have always stressed the need for great cooperation between SCLC and the
NAACP. I have made it clear in all of our board meetings and conference meetings that the NAACP is our chief civil rights organization, and that it has done
more to achieve the civil rights of Negroes than any other organization. It, therefore,justifiably deserves our support and respect, and I have constantly said that
any Negro who fails to give the NAACP this backing is nothing less than an ingrate. I have always felt that the SCLC could serve as a real supplement for the
work of the NAACP, and not a substitute. In areas where the NAACP cannot o p
erate the SCLC can. Also, with the number of ministerial leaders involved in SCLC
it has an opportunity to get to the masses in order to mobilize mass action, and
assist the NAACP in implementing its great program. So I have never seen any
conflict between the two organizations. I only see the possibility of the greatest
harmony. If there are those individuals who move under the name of SCLC and
say derogatory things about the NAACP I can assure you that they do not speak
for me or the organization. They are expressing individual positions which I cannot control. I absolutely agree with you that we cannot afford any division at this
time and we cannot afford any conflict. And I can assure you that as long as I an1
President of SCLC it will not be a party to any development of disunity.
The days ahead are challenging indeed. The future has vast possibilities and I
am convinced that if we will gird our courage and move on in a sense of togetherness and goodwill we will be able to crush the sagging walls of segregation by the
battering ranis of the forces ofjustice. In my little way I am trying to help solve this
problem. I have no Messiah complex, and I know that we need many leaders to do
thejob. And I am convinced thatwith the leadership of integrity, humility, and dedication to the ideals of freedom and justice we will be able to bring into full realization the principles of our American Democracy. Please be assured that you can
count on me to give my ultimate allegiance to the cause. Even if it means pushing
myself into the background. I have been so concerned about unityand the ultimate
victory that I have refused to fight back or even answer some of the unkind statements that I have been informed that NAACP officials said about me and the Southern Christian Leadership Conference. Frankly, I hear these statements every day,

2. According to a 3 1July financial report, of the over $85,000 raised by the committee, more than
$5 I ,000 went toward costs incurred during King’s perjury trial and other expenses of the southern
struggle (Committee to Defend Martin Luther King and the Struggle for Freedom in the South, “Stateiiieiit o f income and expenditure for the period ending 7/31/60,” and A. Philip Randolph and Cardtier C. Taylor, Press release, both dated 7 October 1960).
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and I have seen efforts on the part of NAACP officials to sabotage our humble efforts. But I have never said anything about it publicly or to the press. I am sure that
if criticismswere weighed it would turn out that persons associated with the NAACP
have made much more damaging statements about SCLC than persons associated
with SCLC have made concerning the NAACP. But I will not allow this to become
an issue. The job ahead is too great, and the days are too bright to be bickering in
the darkness of jealousy, deadening competition, and internal ego struggles.
I hope that I have in some way answered your very important questions. I am
deeply grateful to you for your concern and interest, and always know that I, along
with millions of Americans, are deeply indebted to you for your unswerving devotion to the cause of freedom and justice and your willingness at all times to champion the cause of the underdog.
With warm personal regards, I am
Sincerely yours,
Martin L. King, Jr.
MLKmlb
Dictated, but not signed by Rev. King.
TLc. MLKP-MBU: BOX68.

To Chester Bowles
2 4 June

1960
Atlanta, Ga.

King rgbo7ts on hisJirst meeting with Democratic presidential hopefulJohn E Kennedy
on 23 June at the senator’s New York apartment.’ King describes the encounter as
“fruitful and rewarding” and expresses confidence that Kennedy would “do the right
thing” on civil rights. He also conveys his ideas on the Democratic Party’s civil rights
platform to Bowles, who served as chair ofthe Democratic Platform Committee.2Bowles
thanked King for his “excellentsuggestions” on 2 9 June.s
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1. The meeting followed several attempts to get the two men together (see King to Marjorie McKenzie Lawson, 4 September 1959, pp. 276-277 in this volume). King later recalled his first meeting with
Kennedy: “At that time I was impressed with his concern and I was impressed with his willingness to
learn more about civil rights.” King came away from the encounter with the impression that Kennedy
had “a long intellectual commitment” to civil rights but hadn’t yet developed “the emotional commitment” (King, Interview by Berl I. Bernhard, g March 1964).
2. King and Bowles had previously corresponded regarding travel in India and efforts to end
apartheid in South Africa (King to Bowles, 28 October 1957 and 8 November 1957, in PapOS4:303-305
and 3 11-3 14, respectively).
3. In a 15June letter, Bayard Rustin enclosed a list of seven points that SCLC should demand from
the platform committees of both parties and requested to speak to King about it before it was sent to
Bowles. The six points King outlines in this letter closely follow Rustin’s suggestions, though King does
modify the order and language. King and A. Philip Randolph included all seven of Rustin’s points in
their presentation to the Democratic convention (see Joint Platform Proposals to the 1960 Democratic Party Platform Committee, Read by L. B. Thompson, 7 July 1960, pp. 482-485 in this volume).

